The formal requirements of algorithms and their implications in clinical medicine and quality management.
Clinical algorithms contribute to the problem- and priority-orientated management of patients and their disease in healthcare. Algorithms are of particular importance in all aspects of emergency medicine where the fast completion of a complex problem according to a hierarchy is required. The advantages and success of this priority- and problem-orientated concept led to its expansion to other subspecialties in medicine in recent years. However, in spite of algorithms being created based on defined norms, they are frequently violated in the literature, which renders the algorithm useless in a particular case. The present debate addresses these issues and provides the formal criteria and their necessary modification for creating sufficient clinical algorithms. In this context, we also clarify the misunderstandings between step-by-step schemes, decision trees, and algorithms, which are often used synonymously, and discuss their implications in clinical medicine and quality management. A clinical algorithm can easily be created with the present derivation of the algorithm by its formal mathematical function using the corresponding norms describing specific symbols for a single criterion. Some symbol modifications as well as the usage of checklists to focus on the major criteria led to a rigorous reduction of the algorithm length and results in a clearer arrangement for routine clinical use. In clinical medicine, algorithms cannot only provide a fast access for solving complex problems but must also assure a transparent protocol and democratic treatment such that every patient receives the same quality of treatment. Thus, a treatment by chance can be excluded by standardization, which might impact the overall work needed to guide patients though diagnostics and therapy and may ultimately reduce cost. Algorithms are useful not only for quality in healthcare but also for undergraduate and continuous medical education. From a more philosophical point of view, we can raise the question of whether medical pathways and thereby the medical art should be disclosed to the general public by algorithms. Hippocrates form Kos held the view in the so-called Hippocratic Oath that medical art should only be revealed to medical scholars. The present derivation and nomination of the formal requirements may lead to a better understanding of algorithms themselves as well as their development and generation.